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the precision 8idp comes as a pair of speakers, and i would assume that the 8idp is the
best choice for surround home cinema applications. it handles lower frequencies well, and

is the only monitor with the ability to adjust the bass management for an exceptionally
wide range of rooms. the image quality is very good, and the sound is natural and detailed

with good extension. the precision 8idp can be used in conjunction with an sos mic and
soundcard, and tannoy's activ-assist software to optimise the speaker for the room, and it

has the ability to control the speaker's bass management. all in all, a very versatile
speaker. the bass response is most prominent in the low frequencies and extends down
into the 20hz region. i dont know what someone who owns a tannoy ellipse 8d will say

about this, but the precision 8ds have a dynamic and stable bass that is quite easy on the
ears. the tannoy bass has a very solid and accurate bottom end. they are not boomy, and
the sonic performance is very pleasing. the bass is stable and accurate. the midrange has

an almost otherworldly clarity, without sounding as though the sound is pushed out of
phase with itself. the precision 8d has a warm midrange. it does not sound like it has a

gooey solidity, but instead maintains a nice, slightly creamy quality. in fact, the midrange
on the precision 8d is very well balanced. the tannoys are more analytical, with less tonal
density, more detail and less gooey warmth. all these strengths lead to a more refined,

slightly smoother overall sound, with a level of aural enjoyment that suggests these
speakers have plenty of character. the midrange is not as forward as on the tannoy 800as,

where it occasionally sounded like a saxophone was being played with the mouthpiece
tucked under the lips.
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the precision 6 and 8 both employ dual-concentric woofers to cancel each other out in the
bass-boost mode (measuring 150hz), with the 6 at 120hz, the 8 at 160hz, and the

midrange at 1khz. however, the precision 8 moves on from there, employing two separate
woofer cones, one at 120hz, the other at 160hz, and a mid-range cone at 1.1khz. the active

precision 8idp uses the same cone/foam hybrid as the idp, but has an additional layer of
magnetically glued, paper-thin woven fiberglass and fiberglass batts, and an extra, lower-
level woofer. the tweeter is a treble-optimized version of the company's own wide-band

mica-glass tweeter, which provides the same benefits as the idp's.] and the precision 8idp
is armed with tannoy's own idp software, which uses the idp's tonal capability to allow the

speaker to work as a very flexible dynamic processor. the software is designed for
audio/visual use, but it is a pretty intuitive tool for most situations; i found it easy to find

my way around the menus, and the sound quality is very good indeed. the system does not
use the speaker's own crossover, but it uses the input and output terminals on the idp's
front panel, and the software provides the necessary interface circuitry. as well as the

usual selection of bass management options, the precision 8idp has the option of applying
a 12db/octave high-pass filter at 80hz. it's not something i'd use often, but if you're not

careful with your monitors and want some subsonic cut-off, it's something to think about.
and, the precision 8idp is easily compatible with the company's own reveal and reveal+
surround systems, which can be used to track the speaker's response, and to apply your

own eq. the reveal even has some extra high-pass filters to cut out those inaudible
frequencies. 5ec8ef588b
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